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SRJC in chaos over budget gap
SUMMER CLASSES » College
president ‘made a mistake,’
backs off on cutting courses
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
AND ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Frank
Chong
Santa Rosa Junior
College president

Santa Rosa Junior College President Frank Chong backpedaled Friday from a controversial move by
his administration to slash summer

Autopsy:
Man shot
6 times
in back

SACRAMENTO » Finding
on bullet ‘cluster’ raises
questions in Clark killing

classes this year, a budget decision
that stunned the campus community overnight and fueled a backlash
from students as well as faculty, who
are locked in a contract dispute with
college leaders.
Chong sounded two public apologies Friday, the first in a campuswide email at 8:35 a.m., when he
sought to dampen furor over a plan
announced Thursday evening to cut
half of all summer classes to help
close a budget shortfall of at least

$6.5 million.
“I am not afraid to admit I made
a mistake,” he wrote in the email,
where he said he would postpone
summer registration for at least a
week to allow him to consult with
the campus community over cuts. “I
own it and will try to learn from it
and not make that mistake again.”
Less than nine hours later, school
officials told students by email that
registration for summer courses would go ahead, as originally

planned on Monday, before a final
decision on what classes, if any, are
eliminated.
The second reversal marked the
end of an exceptionally turbulent
day for the 100-year-old college and
Chong, who called the immediate
crisis the most acute of his six-year
tenure at the school’s helm.
“I didn’t just screw up a little, I
screwed up royally,” Chong said in
TURN TO SRJC » PAGE A7

“We’re not saying that everyone needs to stay there forever ... we need
to figure out a way to accommodate everybody in a fashion that works.”
JEFFERY HOFFMAN, homeless advocate with California Rural Legal Assistance in Santa Rosa

Lawsuit spurs showdown
over SR homeless camps

By PAIGE ST. JOHN, JOSEPH
SERNA AND RICHARD WINTON
LOS ANGELES TIMES

SACRAMENTO — Stephon
Clark, the unarmed AfricanAmerican man whose shooting
by police has caused protests
and national outcry, was shot six
times in the back, an independent
forensic pathologist said Friday.
Dr. Bennet Omalu conducted an autopsy days after Clark
was killed by police. He told
reporters that his examination
showed that Clark was hit by
eight bullets, and all but one entered while his back was turned
toward police.
One bullet entered Clark’s left
thigh from the front and was
probably fired while he was on
the ground and had already been
shot multiple times, Omalu said.
“That he was assailing the
TURN TO CLARK » PAGE A2

Trump urged
to get tougher
with Russia

JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Michelle Behrens and her husband moved into a homeless encampment behind the Dollar Tree store in Roseland four months ago after they were
displaced from a trailer they had been renting. Homeless advocates are suing to block Sonoma County and Santa Rosa from shutting two camps.

By PETER BAKER
AND ANDREW HIGGINS
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Some senior Trump administration
officials are pressing for more
aggressive action toward Russia, hoping to persuade a reluctant President Donald Trump
to change his approach after
a week of mass diplomatic expulsions that have driven the
relationship with Moscow to its
lowest point in decades.
With hundreds of diplomats in
Washington, Moscow and European capitals packing their bags
as the tensions stemming from
the poisoning of a former Russian spy living in Britain have
worsened, the Trump team is
eyeing additional sanctions and
other measures against Russia.
But while aides say the president

Advocates push county, city on accommodations for displaced
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

omeless advocates filed a lawsuit
Friday to block Sonoma County
and Santa Rosa from shutting the
two large encampments that have grown in
southwest Santa Rosa, arguing that forcing
people out of their camps without providing an acceptable alternative would be unconstitutional.
The county has given homeless people
until Tuesday to leave the two tent villages
on Sonoma County Community Development Commission land behind the Dollar
Tree store in Roseland.
The suit sets up a high-profile showdown
between homeless advocates, who argue
that local governments are doing too little
to help people in need, and agencies that

say they are trying to provide housing for opment project that envisions a 175-unit
the homeless but must close the camps be- apartment complex, a public plaza and
cause of safety concerns and future plans more. In advance of the shutdown, the
county has been operating a
for the site.
housing navigation center on
“We’re not saying that every- ONLINE
the property in an effort to find
one needs to stay there forever,” See more photos and
housing and other services for
said Jeffery Hoffman, with Cal- watch video about the
the residents.
ifornia Rural Legal Assistance plight of the homeless
But the lawsuit filed Friday
in Santa Rosa. “What we’re living in Santa Rosa’s
contends those efforts have
saying is we need to figure out Roseland neighborhood
been insufficient, especially
a way to accommodate every- at pressdemocrat.com
when it comes to people with
body in a fashion that works.”
A tent village originally took root on the disabilities. The suit was filed in U.S. Dissite in 2015. The number of residents has trict Court in San Francisco by a group of
grown to about 100 people since Santa Rosa attorneys with experience representing
began clearing out other longtime home- the powerless.
Melissa Morris and Michael Rawson
less camps and the October wildfires ravwith the Public Interest Law Project in
aged parts of the city.
County officials want to clear out the
camps to move forward with a redevelTURN TO HOMELESS » PAGE A2
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